78' R.M. Martins / Graham Bunn motor yacht for sale
REFIT WORKS AT 2018
1. Lifted out oil tanks and engines. Tanks new galvanized at the exact size as the previous ones.
Engines overhauled by replacing ALL movable parts with genuine RR spare parts imported from
UK. Upon completion engines were tested with full success which means smooth running at
least for the next 20 years. Both engines repainted.
2. Oil pump-fuel pump-blowers- water pumps-gear box etc. auxiliaries full overhauled
3. While the engine room was empty we inspected all the wood understructure, correcting some
soft small wooden pieces and painted the entire room with suitable materials.
4. A new boiler for hot water replaced the old one.
5. A/C installation using top quality Webasto equipment without noise .
6. We completely rebuilt all the 3 bathrooms and the galley in luxury/traditional style by using
top quality materials like, marble, porcelain, bronze, glass, melamine , traditional framed
mirrors, Plexiglas frames around pockets.
7. ALL cupboards wooden façade were factory varnished in oven.
8. We changed all toilets bowls by new ones -electrical, fabricating wooden caps instead of the
plastic ones .
9. New showers with marble floors instead of the usual plastic.
10. All batteries bronze traditional style.
11. Into the galley entirely new cupboards with hard Granite top bench with white marble sink.
12. New gas oven and new refrigerator BOSH 1,80X0.60X0.60 meters.
13. In all windows (11 pieces in each site) stripped out the existing nickel plating and we discovered
the real precious bronze original material. Then we have sent all of them to a factory with hot
baths for shiny bronze polishing. We replaced all the old seals around the windows with new
ones for water tght sealing.
14. We replaced the entire old piping network for clean and dirt water by completely new network.
15. In the aft 2 bathrooms I glued 2 posters. One art nouveau style 1920 and the other one young
pretty swimming girl .
16. New teak deck original, from Burma.
17. Complete painting works in and out .

